The Intern and Fellows Programs are dedicated to training the sustainability leaders of the future. It provides real world sustainability work experience to university students, graduate students and recent graduates. Interns and fellows work on the full range of Leonardo Academy sustainability projects including research projects as well as practical sustainability assessment and implementation projects. Selected Interns also have the opportunity to live in Leonardo Academy’s sustainability demonstration house.

**Intern Program**
Selected college and university undergraduate and graduate students are selected for part time positions during the academic year and the opportunity for full time positions during the summer.

- **Academic Year Interns**
  - Are selected from colleges and universities in the Madison, Wisconsin area.

- **Summer Interns**
  - Are selected from national and international applicants.

**Fellows Program**
Selected graduating students and graduate students are given full time positions for one year after graduation. The in addition to working on a wide variety of Leonardo Academy sustainability projects like the interns, sustainability fellows are given a major sustainability research project to complete during the years of their fellowship.

- Are selected from national and international applicants.

**Sustainability Demonstration House**
The sustainability demonstration building provides selected interns and fellows to live in and help manage the sustainable operation of the building. The building provides a working demonstration of the realistic application of sustainable building upgrade and operating practices in existing small office and residential buildings. The goal is to earn certification of this
For more information contact Leonardo Academy at:

Email: interns-fellows@leonardoacademy.org
Tel: 608-280-0255